Note Verbale .daied 20 June 1995 h m the Embassy of New &alan4
together with Written Staternent of the Govermeni of New Zealand

The Embassy of New Zealand presents its compliments
to the International Court of Justice in The Hague
and, with reference to the decision of the United
Nations General Assembly, recorded in its resolution
49/75K, to seek an advisory opinion from the Court on
the question: "1s the threat of nuclear weapons in
any circumstance permitted under international law?",
has the honour to refer to the Order of the Court
dated 1 February 1995 inviting States entitled to
appear before the Court to furnish information on the
question in the f o m of written statements by 30 June
1995 in accordance with P.rticle 66, paragraph 2 oz
ine Statute of the Court.
Pursuant to this Oraer, the Government of New Zealand
hereby su~mitçthe attacned zritten s'Latement on the
quesiion.
The Zmbassy of New Zealend takes this opportunity to
renev to fhe Internztional Court of Justice the
essurances of its hignest consideration.

TEX EMaASSY OF NZbi ZSÀLP.ND
The Hague
20 June 1995

STATEMENT BY THE GOVERNMENT OF NEW ZEALAND

1. By resolution of 15 December 1994,' the United Nations General Assernbly has
requested an advisory opinion from the International Court of Justice pursuant to Article
96 of the Charter of the United Nations on the question: Is the threat or use of nuclear
weapons in any circurnstance pennined under international law?

2. ïhis question was subrnined to the Coirrt on 19 December 1994. States entitled to
appear before the Court and the United Nations have been invited by Order of the Court
of 1 Febniary 1993 to ''finish information" on the question in the form of ~ r i n e n
statements by 20 June 1995 in accordance with Article 66, paragraph 2 of the Statute of
the
3. The request by the United Nations General Assembly follows an earlier request of
the World Health Assembly, by resolution of 14 May 1993, for an advisory opinion
from the Coun on a similar but not identical question. New Zealand submined a bnef
unnen statement in respect of that question on 8 June 1994.
4. New Zealand now wishes to fumish information to the Coun with regard to the

question presented in the request by the United Nations General Assembly. This
statement furnishes information on New Zealand's position regarding nuclear weapons,
and addresses the substantive legal considerations before the Coun.

XEWZEALAI~'S
POSITlOS REG.4RDLXG 3TCLEA.R WEAPONS
5 . Although New Zealand is distant from major sources of international tension, its

security, like that of other Statesocan be affected b>- events far beyond its immediate
neighbourhood. The possession and use of weapons of mass destruction, including
nuclear weapons, have implications for al1 states irrespective of their geographical
location. The testing o f nuclear weapons in the South Pacific region has also been, and
remains, a special concem of New Zealand; it was in response to such testing that
New Zealand and Austraiia brought
France before the International Court
- a case against
of Justice in 1973 concerning continued nuclear testing in the aunosphere in the region?
Measures to prevent proliferation of such weapons and towards nuclear disarmament
have been national piorities for New Zealand for more than thirty years.
6. Central to NewZealand's approach are the objectives, shared with other States
Parties, which are set out in Article VI of the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear
Weapons (NP- adopted on 1 July 1968. narnely the pursuit of negotiations in good
UNGA Resolution 49i75 K.
-New Zealand is a p a q to the Stamte of the Coun by v h e o f Anicle 93 o f rhe United Nations Chmer.
Nuclear Terü (New ZeoIond v F m r e ) . JudgmcnL I.C.J.Repons 1974, p.457.

'

faith on effective measures relating to cessation of the nuclear arms race at an evly date
and to nuclear disarmament. and on a ueary on general and complete disarmament under
strict and effective international control. New Zealand has contributed towards these
objectives at the national, regional and global levels, for example through the enactment
of national legislation, the emblishrnent of the South Pacific Nuclear Free zone: and
involvement in multilateral disamarnent negotiations and regimes, in panicular efforts
to secure a comprehensive nuclear test ban treary.

7. In New Zeafand's view; .encouraging progress has been made towards the objectives
set out iri Article VI of the NPT during the l a s five years, with good prospects for
further .
Dromess.
The INF ~reaty: the START treaties6 and the soon to be concluded
comprehensive test ban treaty, together witb developments in other areas of
disarmament and arms control such as the 1993 Convention on the Prohibition of the
Developrneni, Production, Stockpiling and Use of Chernical Weapons and Their
Destruction, are examples of the results which can be achieved through the negotiating.
process.
8. The NPT is a fundamental underpinning of funher progress in nuclear disarmament
and arms control. The continued importance of the Treaty is emphasised by the recent
growth in States Parties to 178. Notably, they now include al1 five declared nuclearweapon States as well as sorne states which w r e fonnerly in possession of nuclear
weapons. The decision by the States Parties at their conference in May 1995 to extend
the Treaty indefinitely further c o n f i s its pivotai role in controlling nuclear weapons
and in nuclear dismament. The conference adopted unanimously a set of pnnciples
and objectives for nuclear non-proiiferation and disarmament including the goal that
negotiations on a univeml and intemationally and effectively verifiable Comprehensive
Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty be completed no later than 1996 and went on to state that.
pending the entry into force of such a treav. the nuclear-weapon States should exercise
the uunost restraint.
9. Since 1972 New Zealand has taken a lead, with oiher States, in tabling a resolution
each year at the United Nations General Assembly cslling for a comprehensive test ban
treaty to be negotiated. In 1993, for the first time. and again in 1994, the resolurion was
adopted by consensus. A comprehensive test ban treaty is now being negotiated in the
Conference on Disamament, with the active panicipation of the nuclear-weapon States.
Such a treaty will make a significant contribution to halting the proliferation of nuclear
weapons in al1 its forms, and hence have a major impact on the threat or use of nuclear
weapons.

10. New Zealand strongly supports other recent multilateral steps towards nuclear
disarmament that would further back up a comprehensive nuclear test ban. Such steps
include the recent agreement by the Conference on Disarmament on a mandate for an
ad hoc cornmittee to begin negotiations on a treaty banning the production of fissile
The South Pacific Nuclear Free Zone Treary 1985. also known as the Treaty of Rarotonga.
Treaty on the Eliminarion of lntermediate-Range and Shon-Ranze Missiles. 1987.
6
Treay on the Rcduction and Limitation of Suaregic Anns. 1991 and 1993.
J

material for nuclear weapons purposes. Ne\\. ~ealand'hasalso called for a negotiated
and venfiable agreement to ban the future production of nuclear weapons.
11. Nuclear testing was a major factor in the establishment in 1986 of a South Pacific

Nuclear Free Zone upon the entry into force of the Treary of ~arotonga.' The Treaty
reflects the collective will of South Pacific nations to renounce the possession of nuclear
weapons, to ensure that nuclear weapons aie neither tested nor stationed on national
temtory in the region, and to gain assurances of non-use of nuclear weapons from the
nuclear-weapon States. Together with the areas covered by the. adjacent Antarctic
~reaty'and the Treaty of Tlate~olco,~
the South Pacific Nuclear Free Zone contributes to
an overall nuclear weapon fiee area which covers approximately 200 million square
kilometres of the earth's surface.
12. In order to be fully effective, nuclear free zones require the suppon of ail nuclearweapon States. Nuclear-weapon States Parties to the Protocols to the Treaty o f .
Rarotonga mdertake not to use or threaten to use nuclear weapons against South Pacific
states and not to test nuclear weapons in the region. The security of the states in the
region. which have ail renounced nuclear weapons, will be further enhanced when al1
nuclear-weapon States have accepted these obligations.
13. In 1987, soon after the entry into force of the Treaty of Rarotonga, the
New Zealand Nuclear Free Zone, Disarmament and h s Control A n was enacted by
the Parliament of NewZealand. The Act creates a nuclear free zone within
New Zealand and also gives effect at the national level to New Zealand's obligations
under international disarmament and arms control treaties including the Treaty of
Rarotonga the Partial Test Ban ~reaty'' and the Biological Weapons onv vent ion."
The Act makes it an offence for New Zealand citizens or persons ordinarily resident in
New Zealand to manufacture, acquire or possess or have control over any nuclear
explosive device or aid, aber or procure any person to do so \vithin the New Zealand
. commit such acts
Nuclear Free Zone or, if they are senants or agents of the C r o ~ n to
beyond the Zone. There are further prohibitions in the Act on the stationing or testing
of nuclear explosive devices in the New Zealand Nuclear Free Zone, and on the entry
inro Iiew Zealand intemal waters of nuclear powered ships and nuclear weapons.

14. The Coun's jurisdiction to give advisory opinions arises from Article 65 of its
Starute. The sources of law to be applied by the Court in considering questions
submiaed to it are as set out in Anicle 38(1) of the Statute, namely:
'

a

supra, n.5.

Antarcric Treary 1959.
Treary for the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons in Latin America (and Additional Protocols), 1967.
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Treary Banning Nuclear Weapon Tests in the Armosphere, in Ourer Space and Under Watcr, 1963.
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Convention on the Prohibition of the Developrncnr. Production and Stockpiling of Bactcriological
(Biological) and Toxin Weapons and on Their Desmiction, 1972.
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a)
b)
C)

d)

International conventions. whether general or panicular. establishing
~ I eexpressly
s
recognised by the conresting States;
international custom, as evidence of a genenl practice accepted as
law,
The general principles of law recognised by civilised nations;
Subject to the provisions of Article 59 of the Statute, judicial decisions
and the teachings of the most highly qualified publicists of the various
nations, as subsidiary means for the determination of rules of law.

15. There is a considerable body of international law which is relevant to the issue of
the threat or use of nuclear weapons. A number of treaties regulate nuclear weapons,
and in various instances possession, testing, deployment, threats or use of nuclear
weapons are expressly prohibited by them. Treaties to this end have been concluded in
rnultilate,rai fora, and bilaterally between nuclear-weapon States. The nuclear-weapon
States have also given unilateral comrnitments to non-nuclear-weapon States tegarding
the use of nuclear weapons.
16. ïhere has, thus, been a progressive development of the international law relating to
nuclear weapons since their inception. New Zealand regards this progressive
developrnent as reflecting an acknowledgment by al1 States that nuclear weapons, like
other weapons of mass destructionopose a particular risk to hurnanity, and that a special
regime and special noms should apply to thern.

17. Other more general international legal n o m s are also relevant to the threat or use of
nuclear weapons. even though they rnap not espressly be stated to apply to them. Sorne
of these pre-date the inception of nuclear weapons. and others are subsequent to them.
This category includa international law regarding resort to force, the humanitarian laws
of anned confiict. and environmental law. al1 of which, together with humanitarian
principles. rnap be considered in relation to the question before the Court.
18. It is inevitable that requests for adviso- opinions may touch upon issues thar are at
the vanishing point of international law. Advisory opinions are, by their very nature,
seeking clarification. The formation of customary law niles ai international law has
been cornpared with the process by which paths are created over land: eventually the
weight of footsteps stamps out a senled track. In the case of the legal regulation of
nuclear weapons. the direction of this path and the ultimate goal have been set by a
nurnber of generally accepted rnultilateral treaties. including the cornerstone Treaty on
the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear U7eapons. ï h e Court has now been asked to consider
the extent of this development. In the words of Sir Garfield Barwick in his dissenting
opinion in the Nuclear Tesrs Case (Ausrralia v. France):
cannot be doubted that custornary law is subject 10 growth and to accretion as
international opinion changes and hardens into law. lt should not be doubted that the

"It

Coun is called upon to play its pari in the discemrnent of whether thar gro\\th has taken
place to the requisite estent and that the stretch of custornary law has been obtained.-"

AGREEMENTS WHICH EXPRESSLY CONSTRAIN NUCLEAR WEAPONS

19. A large body of international law contained in arms control and disarmament
agreements expressly constmins nuclear weapons in various respects. This includes
prohibitions against the testing, d e loyment or use of nuclear weapons in ~ n t a r c t i c a "
Larin ,4menca,14 the South Pacific,75 eanh orbit, outer space, and on the moon and other
celenial bodies,I6 and deployment on the seabed, ocean floor and subsoil thereof beyond
the nvelve-mile iimit of national territorial seas.''
20. Several of these instruments express the goal in their prearnbles of the elimination
of nuclear weapons. 18 I h e treaties establishing nuclear weapon free zones in Latin
h e n c a and the South Pacific, together with the NPT, express in their prearnbles the
view of the parties as to the threat which nuclear weapons present to life on earth.
21. Accordingly, arms conuol and disarmarnent agreements are important not only for
the specific prohibitions and limitations they contain, but also as part of a notable body
of developing intemational law that has as its objective comprehensive nuclear
disarmament as a step towards more general and complete disarmament.

3lultilateral Treaties
Trean on rhe 'Von-Proliferarionof Nuciear ~ ~ e a ~ o n s ' ~
22. As already noted, the Non-Proliferation Treary @P'T)
is the most important
international instrument regulating the possession of nuclear weapons and, ipso facro,
their threat or use. Supporr for the NPT. together with the regional treaties concluded
consistent with Article VI1 (the Treaty of Rarotonga in respect of the South Pacific and
the Treaty of Tlatelolco in respect of Latin Amenca). means that virtually al1 except a
1:

h'uclear Terrs (Auzrralia v. France), Judgmeni I.C.J. Repons 1974. p.253. at p.435. Sir Garfield
dissenring opinion applied equally ro the Judgmcnt in h'uclear Tests N e w Zealand v France),
Judgmen~
I.CJ. Repom 1974, p.457, at p.525.
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Anrarcric Treaty, 1959.
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Latin Arnerican Nuclear Free Zone Treacy 1967. also known as the Treaty of Tlatelolco.
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Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons. 1968.
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handful of states (other than the five declared nuclear-weapon States) have underraken
not to manufacture or acquire nuclear weapons.

23. The specific obligations of the NPT are based around a number of objectives
directed overall at minimising the danger of nuclear war:
a) the prevention of the spread of nuclear ~ e a p o n s ; ~ ~
b) the assurance, through international safeguards, that the peaceful nuclear
activities of states which have not developed nuclear weapons will not be
divened to making nich ~ e a p o n s ; ~ '
c) the promotion, to the maximum exqent consistent with the other purposes of
the Treaty, of the peaceful uses of nuclear energy through cooperation and
technology ~ h a r i n ~ ; ~
d) the undertaking by the panies to pursue further dismarnent negotiations in
good faith.l)
24. The NPT does not refer to the threat or use of nuclear weapons. Nevertheleu, in
accordance with the United Nations General Assembly resolutions which led to the
Treaty being d r a w up, it embodies a balance of mutual responsibilities and obligations
on the nuclear and non-nuclear ~ o w e n . ~ ~
:\uclear U'eapon Free Zones
25. The development of regional nuclear weapon free zones. as confemplated by

.Article VI1 of the NPT, conuibutes funher to the process of global nuclear disarmament
and the strengthening of the intemational non-proliferation regime.
26. The Treaty of ~ l a t e l o l c o ,concluded
~~
in 1967. prohibits parties from the testing.
use. manufacture, production, acquisition, receipt, storage, installation, deployment and
an- f o m of possession of nuclear weapons in a zone encornpassing the Latin Arnencan
region. together with certain associated acti~ities.'~
77. The Treary of Rarotonga of 1985~'establishes the South Pacific Nuclear Free Zone
in which states parties to the ueav agree nor to manufacture or othenvise acquire,
possess, have control over, station or test nuclear explosive devices. The panies also
accept certain associated obligations and agree not to durnp radioactive wastes and other
radioactive maner at sea uithin the Zone.
28. Both treaties are accompanied by protocols to which the nuclear-weapon States
may become Party. The protocols contain specific prohibitions againsf inter dia, using
'"nicles
1 and Il.
Anicle 111.
-- Anicles IV and V.
-'Anicle Vl.
II
UN General Assernbl?. Resolution 2028 (XX) of 23 Novernber 1965. called for the conclusion of a NonRoiifcration Treary based on five principles. including the principle that 'We ueary should ernbody an
acceptable balance of mutual responsibilities and obligations of the nuclcar and non-nuclear Powen".
25
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3.

or threatening to use nuclear weapons against parties to the treaties." Ail five nuclearweapon States have given such an undenaking in respect of parties to the Treaty of
Tlatelolco, albeit ~ 4 t hqualifications in three cases in the event of an anack by a state
party to the treaty in association with a nuclear-weapon tat te,^^ but only t\vo nuclearweapon States have thus far given such an undertaking in respect of parties to the Treaty
of Rarotonga.
Partial Tresr Bon ~ r e o ~ y ~ '

29. The cornmunit). of nations has also agreed that the testing of nuclear weapons
should be subject to a panicular and much more restrictive set of mles than applies to
conventional weapons. Significant legal regulation applies in this respect."

30. The principal aim of the Panial Test Ban Treaty,
- . as -proclaimed in its preamble. is
"the speedien possible achievement of an agreement on general and complete
disarmament under strict international control" so as to "put an end to the armaments
race and eliminate the incentive to the production and tes& of al1 kinds of weapons,
including nuclear weapons." The Preamble declares the funher aim of the three Original
Parties to the treay as "'the discontinuance of ail test explosions of nuclear weapons for
al1 time", and expresses their detemination to continue negotiations to that end. The
current negotiations in the Conference on Disarmament towards a comprehensive test
ban are an earnest of the international cornmunity's intentions in this respect.
51. The parties 10 the Treaty undenake not to cout any nuclear weapon test
explosion. or any other nuclear explosion. in the atmosphere, under water, or in outer
space,j2or in any other environment if the explosion would cause radioactive debris to
be present outside the borders of the slate under \\hose jurisdiction or control the
explosion is cond~cted.~'
32. m'hile the treaq does not specificaily prohibit underground testing of nuclear
weapons. such tests would be unlauful if the explosion frorn an underground test caused
radioactive debris to spread beyond the borders of the state conducting the test.
28

Anicle 3 of Additional Protocol II to the Latin Amencan rreaty: Anicle 1 of Protocol 2 IO the South
Pacific neaty.
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3 . The rnorarona on nuclear tests observed by four nuclear-xeapon States in recent
Xears further supports the v i e w that nuclear testing should no longer be regarded as an
o p t i o n for any srare."
3. It can be argued that the Partiai T e s t Ban Treaty foms the basis of a c u s t o r n q m l e
of international law that w o u l d prohibit the testing of nuclear weapons i n the areas
proscribed, a n d that such a n i l e would be biding o n -011 sures whether p q t o the
treaty or not. in his dissenting opinion in the Nuclear Tests Case (Ausnalia v Fronce),
Judge Ad hoc Sir Garfield Barwick recognised this possibility:
"lt is said that there has been such a progression of general opinion arnongst the nations,
evidenced in treaty, resolution and expression of international opinion, that the stage
has been reached where the prohibition of the testing o f nuclear weapons is now pan o f
customary international law...

.

I think it must be considered that it is legally possible that ar sorne-stage the testing of
nuclear weapons could becorne, or could have become, prohibited
custornary
international law. Treaties, resolutions. expressions of opinion and international
practice. may al1 combine to produce the evidence of that customary law. T h e time
when such a law emerges will not necessarily be deferred until al1 nations have acceded
IO a test ban treaiy, or until opinion of the nations is universally held in the s a m e sense.
Customary law amongst the nations does not. in rny opinion, depend on universal
acceprance. Conventional law limited to the panies to the convention may become, in
appropriate circumstances. customary law."'

The Aniarctic ~reary'~

5 . The Antarctic Treaty provides. in A n i c l e 1. that Antarctica shall be used for
peaceful purposes only. An). rneasures of a military nature. including the establishment
of m i l i t - bases. the c a n y i n g o u t of militmanoeuvres. and the testing of any t y p e of
Ir

One of these nuclear-wcapon States. France. announced on lj June 1995 that ir would resume a limited
prosramme of nuclear tesrinp b m e e n Septenber 1995 and May 1996, prior IO the conclusion of a
comprehensive nuclear test ban oeap. The New Zealand Govemment has condmned this announcement
of intention to break the moratoria. which nins counter to the unan~mouslyaqeed cal1 on the nuclearueapon States ar the NPT Review and Extension Conference in May 1995 for "utmosr resnaint" by the
nuclear-weapon States pcnding the entry into force of a Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treary and cuts
across the on-going negotiations on that neary as well as the wishes of counnies in the South Pacific
reoion expressed mostcleariy in the prohibinions on nuclear testing in the South Pacific Nuclear Free Zone
Treary. 1985. New Zealand has also condemned testing by the f i f i nuclear-weapon State, China. which
has stated. most recently at the plcnary meeting of the Conference on Disannammt in Geneva on 1 June
1995. chat il would abide by the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty following irr enUy into force, and would
slop testing. New Zealand would regard actions that may undermine the negotiations on a Comprehensive
Nuclear-Test-Ban Trcaty as conuary to principles of good faith on which ueay negotiations are founded.
3
A'uclear Tests (Ausirulia v France). Judgment, I.C.J. Reports 1974, p.252. al p.435. Sir Garfield
Banvick's dissenting opinion applied equally to the Judgment in tiuclear T a ~ Mew
s
&land v France).
J u d g m e n ~I.C.J. Repons 1974, p.457, at p.525.
M
Adopted at Washington in 1959.

weapons. are p~hibited.~' The Treaty also prohibits an- nuclear explosions in
Antarctica and the disposal of radioactive waste there.
Ourer Space 7reary3

36. The Outer Space Treaty is restrictive of nuclear weapons in two important respects.
It prohibits placing nuclear weapons in orbit amund Earth. insialling them on the moon
or any other celestial body, or otherwise stationing nuclear weapons in outer space. It
also limits the use of the moon and other celestial bodies exclusively to peaceful
purposes and expressly prohibits their use for, inter dia, testing weapons of an? kind?9
Seabed Arms Conrrol ~rea@'O
37. The Seabed Amis Control Treaty prohibits emplanting or emplacement on the
seabed and the ocean floor and in the subsoil thereof of any nuclear weapons, or other
weapons of rnass destruction, as well as structures. launching installations or any other
facilities specifically designed for aonng, testing or using such weapons, beyond the
outer limit of a twelve mile .'seabed zone".4' The sarne prohibition applies to the area
within a seabed zone, except in relation to the coastal State concemed.
Major Bilateral Treaties Behveen the United States and the former Soviet
UnionfRussia

38. The two major nuclear weapon States. the United States and Russia. have also
acknowledged the desirability of limiting nuclear arsenals and seaponn.. b!. means of
important bilateral agreements which have been developed in this respect.
Srraregic Arms Limirarion Talks
39. The Strategic Arms Limitation Talks (SALT) held beween 1969 and 1972
produced a series of agreements concluded in Moscow in May 1972. The rnost
important agreement in respect of lirniting the size of the nuclear arsenals of the two
countries was the lnterim Agreement on Offensive Strategic ~issiles? which was
~

~-

"Article I(1).
31
Treary on R'ciples Coverning the Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space,
lncluding the Moon and other Celestial Bodies. 1967.
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lnterim Agreement on Cenain Measures with Respect to the Limitation of Strategic Offensive Ams,
1972.

subsequently extended beyond ifs initial five-year penod and provided for furiher
negotiations toward a more comprehensive instxument.
Intermediate Nuclear Forces ~ r e a ~ "

40. The Intermediate Nuclear Forces Treaty W),HZ concluded by the United States
and the Soviet Union in December 1987, and entered into force in June 1988. It
provided for the elimination, for the fm time;of a whole class of nuclear weapons, that
is, al1 United States and Soviet land-based missiles with ranges from 500 to 5500
ki~ometres.~ The leaders of both countries publicly recognised the historical
importance of this treaty in the disarmament process.
Sfrategic Arms Reduction Treaties

41. The two major nuclear powers have also taken seps to reduce their strategic
nuclear arsenals though the Strategic Anns Reduction-Treaties, START and START
11.~' S T U T , signed by the United States and the Soviet Union in July 1991, aimed to
reduce strategic arsenals by approximately one third. Belanis, Kazakhstan, Ukraine, and
the Russian Federation assumed the obligations of the former Soviet Union under the
treaty by means of a Protocol which was signed in May 1992 in Lisbon, and the Treaty
entered into force on 5 December 1994.
42. START II was concluded benveen the United States and the Russian Federation in
January 1993, to reduce the number of Russian and United States strategic weapons still
funher. and the condition precedent has now been met which would allow its entr): into
force.s6

43. The Threshold Test Ban T r e a ~was concluded and signed by the United States and
the Soviet Union in 197447and rarified with a new verification protocol in 1990. The
treaty establishes a nuclear weapons testing threshold, as between the parties, by
prohibiting underground nuclear weapons tesrs having a yield exceeding 150 kilo ton^.^^
The treaty also enjoins the parties to minimise their underground nuclear weapons tests
and to continue negotiations toward a cessation of ail such tests.49
dl

Treaty on the Elimination of Intemiediate-Range and Simon-Range Missiles, 1987.
By the definitions contained in Anicle II of the MF Treaty. an "intemediate-range missile" is a groundlaunched ballistic missile (GLBM) or a gound-launched cmise missile (GLCM) having a range capability
berween 1000 and 5500km. A "shoner-ranpe missile" is a GLBM or GLCM with range capability
betwern 500 and 1000km.
15
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Treary between the United States of America and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics on the
Limitation of Undergound Nuclear Weapon Tests, 1974 (and Protocol therero).
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Anicle l(1).
49
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4.

The Peaceful .Vuclear fiplosions Treory
44. The Peaceful Ejuclear Explosions Treaty, concluded and siped in 1976.'~was also
ratified uith a new venfication protocol in 1990. The treaty governs al1 nuclear
explosions carried out by the parties at locations outside the weapons test sites specified
under the Threshold Test Ban Treary. The agreed statement accompanying the treaty
specifies that a *peaceful application" of an underground .nuclear explosion does not
include the developmental testing of nuclear explosives.

COMMITMENTS
BY THE h'UCLEAR-WEâPON STATES NOT TO USE NUCLEAR
WEAPONS

45. The five declared nuclear-weapon States have themselves placed restrictions on the
possible h a t or use of nuclear weapons througb unilaterai commitments they have
given.
46. Al1 five nuclear-weapon States have given unilaterai assurances (referred to as
"negative securiv assurances") about the circumstances in which they would no! use
nuclear weapons. Reliance on negative security assurances is the logical corollary to the
obligations accepted by non-nuclear-weapon States in the NPT.
47. In 1995, the United States, the United Kingdom, France and Russia have
harmonised their unilateral assurances to a large extent." They have reafimed that they
will not use nuclear weapons against non-nuclear-weapon States Parties to the NPT,
escept in the case of an invasion or an' other anack on their temtories, armed forces or
other troops, their allies, or a state to which they have given a security cornmitment,
canied out by such a non-nuclear-weapon State in association or alliance with a nuclearweapon tat te."
48. China's assurance is unconditional in that it is not limited to parties to the NPT but
extends to al1 non-nuclear-weapon States. Its guarantee to non-nuclear-weapon States
also applies "in al1 circumstances", and it has reaffinned its undenaking not to be the
first to use nuclear weapons at an' time and under any circumstances.
49. The international cornrnunity has been discussing for many years the possibility of
incorporaring negative security assurances inro an international instrument. Most
recently. the NPT Review and Extension Conference in May 1995 stated in the
50

Treary beween the United States of America and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics on
Underground Nuclear Explosions for Peaceful Purposes, 1976 (and Rotocol thereto).
5I
The five Nuclear Weapons States announced to the Conference on Disannament Plenary of 6 April
1995, updated unilatml negative securiry assurances.
JI
In addition, in Resolution 984 (1995). adopted on 11 April 1995, the United Nations Sccurity Council
recognised "the legitimate interest of non-nuclear-weapon States Parties to the Treaty on the NonRoliferation of Nuclear Weapons to receive assurances that the Security Council, and above al1 its
nuclear-weapon Statc permanent members. will act immediately in accordance with the relevant
provisions of the Charter of the United Nations, in the event that such States are the vinim of an act of, or
object of a threat of, aggression in which nuclear weapons are used".

Declmtion of Pnnciples it adopted without a vote that further steps. which could take
the fom of an intemationally legally binding instrumenr should be considered to assure
non-nuclear-weapon States Parties to the T r a c againsi the use or threat of use of
nuclear weapons. In New Zealand's view, this effon should not demct from the legal
satus that may te accorded to the present assurances given uniiaterally. Such
assurances, made in good faith, give rise to a legitimate espectation on the part of nonnuclear-weapon States that they will te complied \sith.

50. The Court, in its j u d p e n t in the Nuclear Tests Case (j?éwZealanà v France).
stated that unilateral declarations by States may be binding at international law:
"lt is well recognized that declarations made by \vay of unilateral acts. concerning legal
or facnral situations, may have the effect of creating le-1 obligations. Declarations of
this kind may be, and ofren are, very specific. U'hen it is the intention of the State:
making the declaration that it should become bound by i u terms, that intention confers
on the declaration the character of a legal undenaking, the Sure k i n g thencefonh
legally required to follow a course of conduct consistent with the declaration. An
undenaking of this kind. if given publicly. and \cith an intent to be bound. even though
no1 made within the context of international negotiations. is binding. In these
circumscances, nothing in the nature of a quidpro q~ro.nor an? subsequent acceptance
of the declaration, nor even any reply or reaction from other Sures, is required for the
declaration to take effect, since such a requirement \vould be inconsistent with the
strictly unilateral nature of the juridical act by \\.hich the pronouncement by the State
was made.

Of course, not al1 unilateral acts imply obligation: but a Srate ma)- choose to take up a
cenain position in relation to a panicular maner \vith the intention of being bound - the
intention is to be ascenained by interpretation of the act. K'hen States make statements
by which their freedom of action is to be limited. a restrictive interpretation is called
for.....
One of the basic principles governing the creation and performance of legal obligations,
~~hatever
their source. is the principle of good faith. Trust and confidence are inherent
in international co-operation, in panicular in an aee when this co-operation in many
fields is becoming increasingly essential. Just as the ver?. le ofpocrasunr seruanda in
the law of neaties is based on good faith. so also is the binding character of an
international obligation assumed by unilateral declaration. Thus interested States may
take cognizance of unilateral declarations and place confidence in thern, and are entitied
10 require that the obligation created be respected.""

INTEFU~ATIONAL
LAW REG.4RDBG RESORT TO FORCE

5 1. The threat or use of nuclear weapons has also t o be considered with reference to the
general rule in Article 2(4) of the United Nations Chaner proscribing the threat or use of
" X u c l e ~ rTau (New Zealand v France). Judgnent, I.C.J. Repons

1974, p.457, at pp.472-473.

force against the temtorial integrity or political independence of an! state. or in an!
other manner inconsistent uith the purposes of the United Nations.

52. The Charter recognises only tightly prescribed exceptions to the general rule
against the threat or use of force. ïhus, the threat or use of force is la\iful if made as
pan of Security Council enforcement action under Chapter VI1 of the Charter in the
event of any threat to peace, breach of the peace or act of ag,wssion. or if force is used
in self defence as provided in Article 5 1 of the Charter.
53. Decisions by the Security Council under Chapter VI1 to take enforcement action in

ans particular case require the support of nine of the fifteen Cowicil members, and are
subject t o veto by any of the permanent members of the Council. As the prirnary organ
of the international cornmunity in respect of the maintenance of international peace and
security, it can be expected that the Secucity Councii wili alaays be concemed to
discharge its high responsibilities in full accordance with al1 applicable principles of,
international law.
54. The right of self defence is not open-ended. Under Article 51 of the Chaner. the
inherent nght of individual or collective self defence in the event of an atmed anack
against a member of the United Nations is not impaired by the Charter "until the
Security Council has taken measures necessary to maintain international peace and
security". Memben exercising this right are required to report immediately ro the
Security Council, and the measures that they have taken do not in an). way affect the
authority and responsibility of the Security Council under the Charter to take at any time
such action as it deerns necessary in order to rnaintain or restore international peace and
secun..

5 . Moreover, the right of self defence cannot be esercised in isolation from other
applicable rules and principles of international la\\,. In particular. measures taken in self
defence are subject. where relevant. to the laivs of amed confiict generally. They must
for instance. be necessa? and proponionate to the danger which they are designed to
meet: 54
56. Under customary international law, the right of self defence has included pre\,enti\re
rneasures taken in anticipation of an imminent threat. and not only upon the occurrence
of an armed anack. While the relationship benveen this cusromary right of anticipatory
self defence and Article 51 of the Chaner has not been authoriiatively established. at
customary law the right appears to have been available only in cases of imminent and
overwhelrning danger.s5 It would also be subject to the same constraints of
proponionalirj and other applicable niles of the la\v of armed conflict.
.
"

The Coun has held that the reliance on the right of (collective) self defence to suppon recourse to the
threat or use of force in one case was not lauful because the canons of necessiiy and proponionaiity wcre
not cornplied with: Miliios. and Poromilitory Acriviries in ond ogoimr Nicorag~o(Nicaragua v L'nired
Stores of.4merica).Merits. ludgment. 1.C.J. Repons 1986. p.14. at pp.122-123.
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The customary ri& o f anticipatory self defence is generally acknowledged as haviig been irnplicitly
recognised in the exchange of notes berween the United Siaies and Great Britain following the Cnroline
incident in 1837. The then United States Secretaty o f State. Webster, declared that a State is enritied to
take forcible measures in self defence where il can demonsmte a:

57. The threat or use o f nuclear weapons is also to be considered with reference to the
doctrine of belligerent reprisals, by which an act that cvould normally be illegal is
rendered lawful by a prior illegal act commined by the state agaim which the reprisa1 is
directed where the objective of the state c a q i n g out the reprisal is to compel a
belligerent to abandon illegitimate a m of warfare." Nomithstanding the reference to
reprisals in the Geneva Conventions of 1949;' the continued application of this doctrine
in view of the provisions of the United Nations Charter has, again, not been
authoritatively established.

58. An international arbitrai award in 1928 attached three conditions to the use of force
in reprisal:
a) a previous act in violation of iniernationd law must have occurred;
b) an unsatisfied demand to cease the actions in question m m have been made.
since the use of force is only justified if absolutely necessary; and
c) the degree of force used in reprisal mus not be disproportionate to the prior
illegal act?'

59. Even in the case of belligerent repnsals, therefore, some constraints on the use of
force would still be applicable.

LYTERNATIONAL HU~MANITARM~'
LAW
60. The concept that the conduct of anned hosrilities is governed by niles is weIl
recognised in international law. Regardless of whether armed conflict is justified under
the law conceming the reson to force? international humanitarian law applies to set
limits on how any armed conflict ma- be carried out. The humanitarian laws of armed
conflict set standards for the conduct of armed hostilities with the purpose of
circumscribing the areas within which the savagery of war is permissible and limiting
and reducing the suffering of individuals. In the words of the St Petersburg Declaration
of 1 86KS9one of the earliest anempts to codifi this area of custornary law, intemational
~

-

"necessi ty... instant. overu.helrning. leaving no choice of means and no moment for
deliberation ....The act justified b?. the nccessity of self defence must be limited by that nccessity
and kept clcarly within it."
The Kuremburs Tribunal implicitly recognised rhecaroline formula. and thereby the conrinued existence
of the right to anticipatory self defcncc, in observing thar:
"...prevcntivc action in foreign territov is justified onty in case of an instant and ovenvhelming
necessity for self defence, Ieavin: no choice of means. and no moment for deliberation."
Quoted in Hearn, William Fi The Inrernotionol Legal Regime Regularing Nuclear Deterrence and
Iforfore. LX1 British Yearbook of International Law 1990. 199 at pp.211-213.
36
Oppenheimi International L m . Vo1.l (Peace), 9th edn. Sir Roben Jennings and Sir Arthur Wam
(Eds). 1992, p.419 (n.12. and the works cited therein).
J7
rnfia. paragnph 70.
JI
fiaulilaa Incident Arbitrarion. Portugal v Gerrnany (1928) Repons of International Arbitral Awards,
vol. 2, p.10lZ.
JP .
t n r n.74.

hurnanitarian law is designed to '.conciliate the necessities of \var uith the laws of
hurnanity".
61. One of the fundamental principles underlying this area of international law is the
principle of humanity. In accordance u i t h this principle, the use of force that causes
suffenng not necessary to obtain legitirnate military objectives is barred.

62. k l i l e many niles of internationai humanitarian law are set out in international
conventions, customan, law. remains very significant in this area international
conventions, in this area as others, are, however, contributing to the funher developrnent
ofcustornary law.
Application of international hurnanitarian law to nuclear weapons
63. In generai. international hurnanitarian law bean on the threat or use of nuclear
weapons as it does of other ureapons.

64. International humanitarian law has evolved to meet contemporary circumstances,
and is not limited in its application to weaponry of an earlier time. n i e fundamenml
principles of this law endure: to rnitigate and circumscribe the cmelly of war for
hurnanitarian reasons. The Nuremburg Tribunal put the maner in the following terms:
The law of war is to be found not only in treaties, but in the customs and praciices of
States, which gradually obtained universal recognition. and from the general principles
of justice applied by jurisu and practised by milita? courts. The law is not static. but
by continuai adaptation follows the needs of a changing w o r ~ d . ' ~
65. T h e "Martens Clause" included in the preamble of Hague Convention IV of 1 9 0 7 ~ '
pointed to the general applicability of international humanitarian law:
"Unfil a more complete code of the laws of u.ar has been issued. the High
Contracting Parties deem it espedient to declare that in cases not included in the
Regulations adopted by thern. rhe inhabitants and belligerents rernain under the
protection and the mle of principles of the lau. of nations, as they result from
usages established arnongst civilised peoples. from the laws of humanity, and from
the dictates of public conscience".
66. T h e generai application of international humanitaran law to the use of nuclear
weapons has also been specifically achowledged by nuclear-weapon tat tes.'^
M

22 Trial of German Major War Criminuls 445 (1950). In the case of Military and Paramilitary
.-lctkiries in and ogairrci Nicaragua IXicaragua v United States of.4merica). Merits. Judgment 1.C.J.
Repons 1986. p.14, ai p.114. the Coun said thai the obligation to respect the Geneva Conventions 1949
"does not derive only fiom the Conventions themselves, but from the seneral principles of international
humanitarian law to which the Conveniions merely give specific expression".
61 .
r n z . n.75.
62

Writerj on the subjeci have pointed to r n i l i ÿ - manuals on this point. For example. H e m quotes a
United Kingdom ManualofMilitary Law,as follows:

Customan Law Rules

67. The customary rules of international humanitarian law can be considered uith
reference to a number of interrelated propositions.
(1) ï h e righr ro adopr means of hjuring the enemy is nor unlimired.

68. This general principle, fmt set out in the St Petersburg ~eclaratioiof 1868, has
been reiterated in many international conventions since. 'The significance of this
principle lies in the fact that combatans are not necessarily unrestricted in their use of
weapons even in the absence of a specific prohibition relating to those weapons. This is
in contrast to the general presumption of international law that actions by a state on the
international plane are permined unless there is a rule of law prohibithg tl~em.~'

12) Ir is prohibired ro use weapons or racfics thaf cause unnecessary or aggravared
devasrarion and suffering.

69. While any armed conflict hi11 inevitably cause suffenng, this suffenng must be
limited to what is necessary to achieve the legitimate aims of the resort to force in
accordance with the Chaner of the United Nations. That is to Say, any actions in amed
conflict must be proponionate to the legitimate aims of the conflict. It is unlawful to
cause suffering and devastation which is in excess of that required to achieve these
legitimate aims. Application of this proposition requires a balancing of necessis. and
humaniry.
(31 Ir is prohibired ro efecr reprisais !ha/ are disproporrionare ro rheir anrecedenr
provocarion or ro legirimare milira?: objecrives. or disrespecrfiil ofpersons. insriiurions
and resourcesprorecred b-v rhe laas of armed conficl.
"There is no rule of international law dealing specifically H-ith the use of nuclear u,eapons. Their
use. therefore. is governed by the eenenl principles laid d o u n in this chapter .... In the absence
of any rule of international law dcaling cxpressly with il. the use which may bc made of a
panicular weapon will be govemed by the ordinary rules and the question of the legalify of its
use in any panicular czse will. therefore, involve merely the application of the recogniscd
principles of intemational lax-." Quoted in Hem. William R The Inrermriom/ Lpgnl Regime
Regulating Nuclenr Dererrence and War/nre. LX1 British Yearbook of Intemational Law 1990,
199. al p.223.
Likeu'ise. M e ~ o w i r zquotcs United States militay manuats, as follows:
"ln addition to analogy. the legaliry of new weapons or rnethods of warfare is dncrmuied by
whcther rhe weapon's effects violate the rule against unnecessary suffering or ifs effects arc
indiscriminate as IO cause disproponionate civilian injury or darnage to civilian abjects." Quoted
in Meyrowiu. Elliot: "Prohibition of Nucleor Wenpom: The Relewnce ojlnternarioml Law':
1990, at p.31.
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This general presurnption of law is derived from the case of "Lotus': Judgmenr No. 9, 1927. P.C.I.J.
Series A No. 10.

70. Reprisals which are excessive in relation to provocation or which lack a resonable
connection to legitimate objectives are inconsistent uith internationai 131~.In addition.
reprisais must not be used against persons. institutions and resources protected bv
international humanitarian law: these include civilians and civilian populations.'
civilian objects'bs the natural e n ~ i r o n p e n t ,the
~ ~ wounded. sick. shipu~ecked.and
67
prisoners of war, and rnedical establishments and personnel.68 At l e s t some of these
specific prohibitions may be regarded as forming pan of customary law.
(4) II is prohibired IO use indiscriminate methodî and means of warfare uhich do nor
distinguish berween combarants and civiliam and orher non-combaranrs.

71. Discrimination beiween combatants and those who are not directly involved in
armed conflict is a fundamental principle of international humanitarian law. M i l e it is
prohibited to actually target civilians and civilian objects, there is no absolute protection'
from collateral damage. The application of the pnnciple requires an assessrnent of
xvhether the civilian casualties are out of proponion to the legitimate military advanrage
achieved and whether collaterai damage is so widespread as to amount to an
indiscriminate attack.

0) II is prohibired to use asphyxiaring. poisonous or orher gases and al1 analogous
marerials
72. The use of poison and poisoned weapons has long been prohibited. The prohibition
is set out in the 1975 Geneva rotoc col^^ but also forms pan of customary law.

(6) Merhods and means of war should nor cause i<,idcspread.long-rerm and severe
damage ro the environmenr
73. Long-standing international humanitarian la\v is relevant to this proposition.70 A
specific treaty prohibition is now conrained in Protocol 1 of 1977." Protection of the

global environment is now a major concern of the international cornmunity. wirh
\vides read supporr for progressive development of international treaty law in this
ares.'- The condemnation of the large-scale environmental damage w~eakedupon

P

.b

Anicle 5 l(6) of 1977 Rotocol 1 (infa. 11.87).
Anicle 52(l) of 1977 Rotocol 1.
64
Anicle 55(2) of 1977 Rotocol 1.
61
Geneva Conventions 1949 (infia. n.82): Anicle 46 of the First Convention. Anicle 47 of the Second
Convention and Anicle 13 of the Third Convention.
ta
For example, Anicles 19 and 14 of the First Ceneva Convention 1949.
69
rnfia, 11.80.
70
Damase to the environment in panicular cases ma)., for example. not bc justified by milirary necessiry
and be conto the laws ofanned conflict accordingly.
71
Anicles 35(3) and 55(1) of the Rotocol: also i n f i pargraphs 94 and 97.
??
In the 1 s t ten yean, a number of major ueaties for the protection of the global environment have been
adopted: Vienna Convention for the Protection of the Ozone Layer, 1985; Monucal hotocol on
Substances thar Deplme the Ozone Layer, 1987; Basel Convention on the Conuol of Transboundaq
65

Kuwait by Iraqi forces during the "Gulf War" in 1941 \vas in pan a reflection of this
concem. It nould be a maner for consideration by the Coun u.hether the avoidance of
widespread, long-tem and severe damage ro the environmeni during war could yet be
regarded as itself a rule of customary law.''
(7) Merhodr and means of waTfare should not violate the neutralip of non-parricipa~ing

States
74. There are two key aspects to this d e . Fiat, belligerents have no nght to c q on
hostilities in the temtory of a non-involved state. Secondly, non-panicipating states
have the nght to exclude entry of belligerent forces. Consequently neutral states have
the right to fieedom from harm and injury arising from armed conflict uith which they
are not involved.
InternationaI Conventions
75. ï h e main conventions in the area of international humanitarian lauswhich remain in
force and ought to be considered in the contex7 of the threat or use of nuclear weapons
are as follows:
St Peiersburg Declaration 1868"

76. T h e Declaration sets forth two general principles which have remained the basic
tenets of subsequent efforts in this area: that the right to injure the enemy is not
unlimited and that means of warfare which cause unnecessq suffering are prohibited.
The preamble to the Declaration sets out the follo\vin~proposiiions:
"Considering that the progress of civilisation should h a ~ ethe effecr of alleviaring a s
much a s possible the calamities of war:

Thar the only legitimate object which states should endeûvour to accomplish durine u,ar
is to weaken the milirary forces of the enemy:
That for this purpose it is sufficient to disable the greatesr possible number of men:
That the object uzouid be exceeded by the employment of arms which uselessly
aggravate the suffering o f disabled men or render their death inevitable;
~

~~

~~

- - - - --

-

~-

Movements of Hazardous Wmes and their Disposal. 1989; Convention on Biological Diversiry. 1992;
United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Chanse. 1992. AI1 of these ueaties entered into force
quickly and have wide international suppon.
-.
" The relationship betwem customary international law and rrearies was considcred by the Coun in the
cases of fiorth Seo Conrinenral Shelf; Judgmenr. I.C.J. Repons 1969, p.: and ,\lilirory und Purumilirury
Acriviries in und uguinsr Nicuruguu (Nicaragua v Unired 9ares of Arnericu). Meriu. Judgent. I.C.J.
Repons 1986, p. 14: ln the former case, the Coun noted that niles of cusromq international law may be
crystallised or gencrated by rreaties and bind nates fhat never become parry to thern. and chat such a
process could in cenain circumsmces rake place over only a shon period of rime. In the laner case, the
Coun reitemted fhat mles of C U R O m ~international law embodied in maries have an independmi
existence. and noted bat instances of inconsistent nate conduct do not affect Ihe existence of a mle of
customary international law wherc state pmctice haï. in penenl. been consinent with it.
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1868 St Petersburg Declaration Renouncing the Use, in T i e of War. of Explosive Projectiles Undcr
400 grammes Weight

That the emplo>ment of such arms would. therefore. be contra? to the Iaws of
humani- ..."
77. The Declaration specifically prohibited the use of exploding bullets or bullets
charged with fulminaring or inflammable substances which weighed less than 400
gras.

The various convenriom adopred at the.Second Hague Peace Conjerence of1907
78. ï h e First Hague Peace Conference held in 1899 had adopted two conventions and
two declarations relating to the laws of armed conilict. These embodied principles
contained in the St Petersburg Declaration.
79. The Final Act of the F i m Conference proposed that a subsequent conference be
held to consider maners on which no agreement was reached. Among the 13.
conventions relating to amed conflict adopted at the Second Hague Peace Conference
held accordingly in 1907: MO may be q u e d to be of relevance to the question before
the Court.
80. First, Convention IV (Convention respecting the laws and customs of u r on
land)75 included the folloming provisions:

"Anicle 22
unlimited.

The right of belligerents to adopt means of injurinz the enemy is not

In addition to the prohibition provided by special Conventions it is
Anicle25.
especially forbidden:

a)

To employ poison or poisoned u-eapons...

b)

To kill or wound treacherously individuals belonring to the hostile nation or
army ...

e)

To employ arms. projectiles. or material calculated to 'cause unnecessary
suffering...

The anack or bombardment b>- \\-hatever means. of towns. villages,
Article 25
dwellings or buildings ~ r h i c hare undefended is prohibited".

~ prearnble of Convention IV of the 1907 Conference also
As already noted a b ~ v e . 'the
included (as had the equivalent convention of 1899) the "Martens Clause". This clause
was included because the drafters wanted to make it quite clear that "in the absence of a
written undemking, unforeseen cases should not be lefi to the arbitrary judgment of
rnilitary corn mander^".^^ This clause. or somerhing similar. has been reiterated in
subsequent conventions. 78
75

1907 Hague Convention (IV) Respecring the Laws and Customs of War on Land.
supra. paragraph 65.
TI
Preamble to 1907 Hague Convention 1 V.
78
For example, Anicles 45 and 63 of the First Geneva Convention 1949, Anicles 46 and 62 of the Second
Convention, Anicle 142 of the nird Convention, and Anicle 158 of the Founh Convention (infro, n.82);
Anicle I(2) of. and the Preamble ro. respectively, hotocol 1 and Rotocol II to the Geneva Conventions
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81. Secondly. Convention V: the Hague convention on Neutrality in Land ~ - a r ' ~
declared that the temton of neutral powers was inviolable.
Genevo Prorocol on rhe L'se in R'ar of Cases und Bacreriological kVeaponsso
82. This protocol embodied pre-esisting cusfomary law on the use in war of
asphyxiaung, poisonous or other gases and of al1 analogous liquids, materials or
devices, declaring in specific ternis that the prohibition shall be u n i v e ~ l l yaccepted as
pan of international law, and extended coverage to the use of bacteriological methods of
warfare.
8;. While ii has beea argued that this prohibition extends o d y to weapons whose prime
effect is to injure'by use of gas, analogous materials or bacteriological methods. it has
also been argued that there is no basis for a distinction between the physical properties.
of poison gas and radiation, mith the radiation-enhanced neutron bomb as an evident
example.
The Genocide ~onvenrion"

84. This Convention, which applies .in times of war or peace, restates exining
customary law relating to acts of genocide. It prohibits a wide variety of acts but only
where the- are commined mith intent to destroy national, ethnic, or religious groups.
85. Nevertheless, it has been argued that owing to their uniquely devastating effect the
threat or use of nuclear weapons is likely IO breach this convention, especially given the
likelihood of escalation. Adherents of this view tend to claim that once the nuclear
threshold is crossed escalation is exrremely likely if not unavoidable. and that such
escalation niIl lead to the inevirable annihilation of populations.
The 1949 Geneva Convenrions

86. The four Conventions adopted by the 1949 Geneva conference" are of broad
application in cases of armed conflict. The Geneva Conventions are a comprehensive
statement of international humanirarian law. The' have very broad acceptance and may
be considered declaratory of customary imemational law.
(Mfm. n.87); Rearnble to me Convention on Prohibitions or Restrictions on the Use of Cenain

Conventional Weapons Which May be Deemed to Be Escessively lnjurious or Io Have Indiscriminate
Effecu. 198 1.
79
1907 Hazue Convention (V) Respectin: the Rights and Duties of Neuval Powen and Penons in Case of
War on Land.
IO
1925 Geneva Protocol for the Prohibition of the Use in War of Asphyxiating. Poisonous or Other Gares,
and of Bacteriological Methods of Warfare.
II
United Nations Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide, 1948.
ii
Geneva Convention for the Amelioration of the Condition of the Wounded and Sick in Armcd Forces in
the Field; Geneva Convention for the Amelioration of the Condition of Wounded, Sick, and Shipmcked
Meinbers of Armed Forces at Sea; Geneva Convention relative to the Treament of Risoners of War,
Geneva Convention relative to the Protection of Civilian Penons in T i c of War.

87. U?iile the first three conventions replaced earlier conventions on the same subject.
the founh. reiating to the protection of civilians. dealt hith maners not previously the
subject o f a specific convention. Together the four Geneva Conventions confirm the
fundamental distinction between combatants and non-combatanü and the prohibition
against unnecessary and açgravated suffenng. Each of the conventions contains a
restaternent of the "Martens r lause".^^

Hague Culturnl Properry

onv vent ion"

88. International humanitarian law has long made some provision for the protection of
cultural property during arrned conflict. 'Xorld War II demonstrated that the existing
pro\,isions were inadequate. This realisation led to the conclusion of the convention.
89. Cultural property to which the Convention applies is defuied as movable ot,
immovable property of great importance to the culturai heritage of every people, such as
monuments of architecture. archaeological sites and works of an. Buildings, such as
museums and large libraiies which are designed to house movable property, are also
covered by the definition. The Convention obliges parties to avoid action likely to
expose such property to damage as the result of a m e d conflict.

90. The protections. however, are not absolute. They do not apply where cultural
prope- is given a m i l i w purpose. In addirion. the irnmuniry of the property can be
withdrawn in "exceptional cases of unavoidable rnilitary necessi~y".~~
This withdraual
of imrnunity endures only for so long as the unavoidable necessity continues and,
whenever circumstances permit. advance notice must be given to the opposing party.
L'nired horions Convention on ihe Proiiibirio~lof :\filiran. Lj.e of Envirottmenral
ilfodificarion ~ e c h n j ~ u e s ~ ~
91. This convention prohibits the hostile use of environmental modification techniques
having widespread. long-lasting or severe effecis. "Environmental modification
techniques" refers to an? technique for changing. through the deliberate manipulation of
natural processes. the dynarnics. composition or structure of the eanh. including its
biota. lithosphere. hydrosphere. and atmosphere, or of outer space.

t5
U

supra, n.78.

Hazue Convention for the Roteciion of Cultural Propem in the Event of A m e d Conflict. 1954.
. .
~brd.Aniclt 11.
16
United Nations Convention on the Prohibirion of Militap or An! Other Hostile Use of Environmental
Modification Techniques. 1977.
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91. n i e two Protocols to the Geneva Conventions are, in pan. declaratop of preexisting cunomary international law and, in p a a further development of the law.
93. The Protocols again restate the basic principles that the right to choose methods of
warfare is not unlimited and that weapons and methods of warfare *ch
cause
unnecessary suffering or superfluous injury are prohibited.
94. Protocol I also provides for the protection of the environment. Jt prohibits methods
or means of warfare which are intended or may be expected to cause widespread. longterm and severe damage to the environment?'

95. The Protocols also contain important elaboration of the niles regarding the
protection of civilians. The basic rule set out is in Article 48 of Protocol 1:
"In order to ensure respect for and protection of the civilian population and.
civilian objects, the Panies to the confiict shail at ail times distinguish between
the civilian population and combatants and between civilian objects and military
objectives and accordingly shall direct their operations only against military
objectives."
96. The Protocols set out a series of specific prohibitions for the protection of civilians.
Acts or threats of violence, the primary urpose of which is to spread temr amongst the
s r Indiscriminate anacks are defined and
civilian po ulation, are prohibited.
prohibited, and precautionary rneasures are to be taken to spare the civiljan
p~puiation.9' Attacks against civilian populations or objects by way of reprisal are
prohibited.92 Destruction of food sources required by civilian populations is
pr~hibited,~'
as is the destruction of works or installations containing destkctive forces
such as dams.qkultural objects and places of \vorship are protected from ana~lr.~'

2

97. In considering the application of the Protocols to the use of nuclear weapons. it is to
be noted that two of the nuclear weapon States panicipated in the negotiations on the
basis that new rules established by the Protocols would not be applicable to nuclear
Lveapons. These reservations were repeated upon signature of the ~ ~ o t o c oby
l s the rwo
states concerned and by a nurnber of other states. The Protocols therefore clearly apply
to the use of nuclear weapons only in so far as they set out general principles or niles of
iniernational humanitarian iaw that codify or represent customary international law.
a-

1977 Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of l? August 1949, and relatinp to the Protection
of Victims of international Anned Conflicts (Protocol 1); 1977 Protocol Additional to the Geneva
Conventions of 17 August 1949, and rclatin? to die Rotecrion of Victims of Non-Intemational Anned
Conflicts (Protocol II).
n
supra. n.71.
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Article 51(2)ofRorocolI: Anicle Ij(7) of Protocol II.
90
Anicle 5 l(4) and (5) of Rotocoi 1.
91
Articles 57 and 58 of Rorocol 1.
Anicles 51(6) and 52(1) of Rotocol 1.
VI
Anicle 54 of Rotocol 1; Anicle 14 of Protocol II.
01
Anicle 56 of Rotocol 1; Anicle 15 of holocol II.
PI.
Anicle 52 ofRotocol 1; Article 16 of Protocol Il.
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Recent Developments

98. That international humanitarian law is continuing to develop. and retains its
potency, is demonstrated by the statutes adopted in 1993 and 1994 by the United
Xations Security Council to establish international mbunals in respect of serious
violations of international humanitarian law in, respectively, the
and
Rwanda and neighbouring countries.%. .Thehction of the tribunals is to cal1 to account
indiiiduals responsible for such violations, which include, in the case of the Former
Yugoslavia, violations of the laws or customs of war, specifically including employment
of poisonous weapons or other weapons calculated to cause unnecessary suffering,
wanton destruction of cities, towns or villages or devastation not justified by military
necessity, and destruction done to institutions dedicated to religion, education, the arts
97
and sciences, and historic monuments.

or mer-~u~oslavia

99. New Zealand's position on nuclear weapons is clear. New Zealand strongly
opposes the proliferation of nuclear weapons and supports measures for nuclear
disannament. It is also opposed to the testing of nuclear weapons. and is a strong
supporter of a comprehensive nuclear tea ban. which it has been calling for in the
United Nations General Assembly since 1972. These have been prionties for
New Zealand for many years.
100. As regards the legal quesrion. it is the case that only in a limited (but nevenheless
significant) number of cases do treaties prohibit in specific terms the use of whole
classes of weapons: for example, biological weapons,98chernical ~ e a ~ o nexpioding
s,~~
b u ~ l e t s . 'and
~ ~ cenain booby traps and weapons based on non-detectable
It
is also the case, however' that while nuclear weapons are the only "weapon of mass
destniction" not expressiy subject to general prohibition by treaty. there is a large body
of international law, both treaty lau- and mies of custornary inremational law, which
circurnscribes the threat or use of nuclear weapons. Treaties in the arms control and
disarmament field circurnscribe the threat or use in various respects?and other areas of
90

*- UNSC Resolutions 827 (1993) and 955 (1994).

Anicle 3 of the Starute of the International Tribunal for the Prosecution of Penons Responsible for
Serious Violations o f International Humanitarian Law Commined in the Tenitory of the Former
Yugosiavia since 1991.
98
Convention on the Prohibition of the Development. Production and Stockpiling of Bacteriological
(Biological) and Toxin Weapons and on 'Iheir Desmiction. 1972.
W
Convention on the Prohibition of the Development. Production, Stockpiling and Use of Chemical
U'eapons and Their Destruction. 1993.
im
1868 St Petersburg Declmation Renouncing the Use. in Tirne of War, o f Explosive Projectiles Under
400 grammes Weight.
101
Protocols I and II to the 1981 Convention on Prohibitions or Restrictions on the Use of Certain
Conventional Weapons M i c h May Be Deemed to Be Excessively lnjurious or to Have indiscriminate
Effects (also known as the lnhumane Weapons Convention).

international law, panicularly international humanitari& law. circumscribe other threais
or uses of nuclear weapons. and bear on the question before the Court.
101. Moreover, international law and relevant srate practice in this area has been
steadily inneasing and developing over the years. There have been dwelopmenrs at
both the regional and the global levels and, in New Zealand's case, at the national level
through the enacunent of legislation. Emerging principles and developments in related
areas of international law, such as protection of the environment,'O2 can dso be poinred
ro. AI of this provides reinforcement for the view that various n o m s of international
law have ernerged in this area. Even if it may not yet be possible to say that, in every
circumstance, international Iaw proscribes the threat or use of nuclear weapons, ùiere
can be little doubt that the law has been moving in that direction. In New Zealand's
viea, the sooner that point is reached, through the progressive development of
international law, including the negotiating process, the more secure the international
cornmunity will be.
102

supra. para,gaph 73.

